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Abstract

This paper presents a novel dynamic analysis approach to software plagiarism detection. Such an approach is inherently more resilient to code obfuscation techniques such as renaming of program entities, reordering of statements, etc. We develop our technique in the context of a dynamic analysis and visualization system for Java, called JIVE, but the techniques are applicable to other object-oriented languages. Our analyses are based on the execution traces of Java programs (produced by JIVE), and our experimental results confirm that this approach is both efficient and effective in detecting plagiarism of Java programs when their source codes are not available.
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1. Introduction

Software plagiarism, or code theft, is the copying of computer programs without attribution, a phenomenon that has become widespread with the advent of the internet and easy access to and transmission of software. Software plagiarism has been widespread in academia in the US and other countries\textsuperscript{6,10,14} and as a result several tools, such as MOSS\textsuperscript{4}, have been developed that compute and report a measure of similarity between two programs. These tools work primarily by comparing the source codes using string-matching algorithms\textsuperscript{21,24}.
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In this paper we focus on the detection of software plagiarism in the absence of source codes. In many practical scenarios, the source code of allegedly plagiarized software may not be available, and, even when it is available, the source code is often obfuscated to make it difficult to detect plagiarism. The common methods for obfuscation are renaming identifiers systematically, reordering statements, replacing code segments with syntactically equivalent segments, etc. Our proposed approach focuses on computing a measure of similarity between the dynamic behaviors of two programs. Since we do not examine the source code, it is resilient to source-code alteration techniques that do not affect runtime behavior. In this paper, we also consider techniques that address differences in runtime behavior arising due to source code obfuscation.

We develop our plagiarism detection approach for Java programs. Being an object-oriented language, Java programs tend to have smaller methods than traditional procedure-oriented programs and tend to have more frequent interaction between objects. Thus, in analyzing dynamic behavior, we first focus on a comparison of the call-tree structure between two programs. The similarity should be 100% if the trees are identical or the only difference between the two trees is a systematic renaming of method names. The similarity measure should tend towards 0% as the two trees diverge in structure at all levels. The call-tree is resilient to alterations in variable names and intra-method details, including statement reordering and control structure equivalences, as long as the calling structure is not altered. In order to construct the call-tree structure of a Java program, we obtain an execution trace of the program with the aid of a state-of-the-art dynamic analysis and visualization tool for Java, called JIVE (for Java Interactive Visualization Environment).8,11,17,20

This paper also addresses the case when two call-trees differ due to the presence of ‘dummy’ method calls. We define a dummy method as one that modifies only its locals or dummy field names; and, if it returns a result, it gets bound to a dummy variable. In order to identify dummy entities (variables, statements, calls), it is necessary to have an idea of the key variables in the program. These variables are typically the output variables of the program when these outputs are well-defined; otherwise, these have to be determined or specified by the user. By obtaining the dynamic slice25 of the program with respect to the key variables of interest, using JIVE, we can isolate the sub-computation, or sub-tree, that is relevant to producing the output. The JIVE system also provides additional capabilities that aid in the detection of runtime similarity, as explained in Section 3.

Section 2 provides an overview of existing techniques; Section 3 provides an overview of JIVE; Section 4 provides the details of proposed approach; Section 5 discusses the evaluation results; Section 6 presents conclusions and areas for further work.

2. Overview of existing methods

The techniques for source code comparison originated with the string-based algorithms that were used for detecting plagiarism of ordinary English prose. Software systems often contain portions of code that are similar to other systems, and these common portions are referred to as code clones. Detecting clones in source code has been recognized as an important issue in software analysis. Most of the existing approaches to detect plagiarism employ counting heuristics or string matching techniques to measure similarity in source code. Source code can be represented as graphs. Existing graph theory algorithms can then be applied to measure the similarity between source code graphs. Table 1 shows the overview of existing techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kustanto and Liem19</td>
<td>Token string comparison</td>
<td>Detects copies of similar programs with fewer modifications, Fails to detect structural similarities of two programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudduet al.22</td>
<td>Language aware token representation</td>
<td>Resilient to code transformations, Proposed querying and matching technique to detect plagiarism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuomoet al.7</td>
<td>Bytecode analysis</td>
<td>Detect syntactically identical fragments except for variations in identifiers, literals and types, Fails to detect copied fragments with slight modifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabyarmohamadyet al.2</td>
<td>Coding style based detection</td>
<td>Similarity in style and change in regular style of coding shows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
plagiarism. Classify professional programmers and beginners.

Jiet al. 16 Token sequence comparison on byte-code Small changes in source code results in significant changes in byte code. Effective method for plagiarism detection in commercial java codes.

Narayanan and Simi S23 Fingerprinting based on distance measure approach Language independent. Fingerprint is generated based on the identifier signature and metrics values

Feng et al.9 Abstract syntax tree Detect renaming of identifiers, reordering of statements. Fails to detect when a control structure is replaced by other

Lim et al.13 Control flow analysis The birthmark is identified based on the flow paths in the control flow graph.

There are methods based on Program Dependency Graph (PDG) which cannot detect similarities if semantics-preserving transformation is applied on the source code. Birthmarks based on dynamic analysis can also be used to detect plagiarism. Whole Program Path (WPP) birthmarks represent the dynamic control flow of a program are robust to some control flow obfuscation, but vulnerable to semantics-preserving transformations. There are variety of dynamic birthmarks based on system call, sequence of API function call and frequency of API function call. They are also vulnerable to real obfuscation techniques. Chanet al.5 proposed a birthmark system for JavaScript programs based on the run-time heap. The heap profiler takes multiple snapshots of the JavaScript program during execution. The graph generator generates heap graphs containing objects created during execution as nodes. Plagiarism is detected from the heap graphs of genuine and suspected programs.

3. Java interactive visualization environment

Fig. 1. A Screen-Shot of JIVE running a Java Program for an Object-Oriented Top-down Parser in the absence of Source Codes. The Object Diagram shown here corresponds to the position of the cursor (dashed horizontal line) in the Sequence Diagram. JIVE also shows Method Activations within their Object Contexts for greater clarity. The Object Diagram excludes information about fields and local variables, but these can be seen upon user request.

JIVE is an interactive dynamic analysis and Visualization system for Java. JIVE basically displays the run-time states of a Java program using enhanced object diagrams; it also summarizes the entire execution history in the form a UML-like sequence diagram, and is quite advanced over most debuggers which can at most show the stack trace.
JIVE has the ability to search over the entire execution history and can summarize executions with respect to key variables of interest. In the sequence diagram, the vertical axis is for time and the horizontal axis is for object life-lines. The diagram shows a call from one object to another by a horizontal line and depicts the duration of calls as rectangles on the object life lines (see Fig. 1) shows the object diagram at the place where the cursor is positioned in the sequence diagram.

From the perspective of plagiarism detection, two programs having identical sequence diagrams on a given input strongly indicate that one has been plagiarized from the other. Since a sequence diagram is the result of a program run on a specific input, it is in general necessary to run the programs on different inputs and check the corresponding diagrams. A sequence diagram can be represented as a call-tree, which clarifies the calling structure but abstracts the internal details of the objects on which calls are made. Thus, our first technique for software plagiarism detection is based upon tree comparison. The introduction of dummy method calls is an obfuscation technique that needs to be accommodated during tree comparison, and this detection requires dynamic slicing. The topic of program slicing has been investigated extensively in the literature, with techniques for both static and dynamic slicing as well as forward and backward slicing. We are interested here in the backward slice of the execution trace with respect to a key variable of interest. JIVE computes the backward slice by a data-flow analysis over the execution trace taking into account inter-procedural calls and object structure.

JIVE also supports the concept of query-based debugging, meaning, that it supports run-time queries through a simple form-based interface using which one ask about variables, methods, objects, exceptions, etc (see Fig. 2). These are temporal queries, for example, a simple query would be ‘When did variable x first become negative?’. The result is displayed by highlighting a point on the sequence diagram, from which we can explore the object diagram at that point in execution. One can also ask for all changes to x, all invocations of a method, etc.

Run-time queries are also useful in detecting software plagiarism, as noted earlier, since we can determine the entire progression of value changes to a variable. We refer to this as the value sequence for a variable. JIVE provides a number of form-based queries to elicit run-time information on variables, methods, objects, exceptions, etc. A sample query form is shown in Fig. 2. Since the answers refer to time points in execution, the result of a query is typically shown by annotating the sequence diagram with the points where the answers are to be found. For the purpose of plagiarism checking, we do not need to use the external interface but we can directly tap into the query API provided by JIVE.
Another useful capability of JIVE is to construct a finite-state machine diagram given a set of key variables of interest. Fig. 3 shows a typical state diagram constructed by JIVE. Essentially, the state changes when one of the key variables changes and the method call causing the change becomes the label of the transition. JIVE has techniques for managing large state diagrams by allowing the user to specify ranges of values of interest for a key variable. This is a generalization of a technique known as predicate abstraction in the software model-checking context.

4. Proposed approach

We are analyzing the dynamic behavior of source codes to capture the similarities among them. Our approach uses method calling structure and the values of key variables in order to carry out different analyses.

4.1. Call-tree comparison

JIVE’s execution trace (Fig. 4) collects all the events that occur during execution. The types of events are system start, thread start, type load, method call, method entered, new object, variable write, field write, line step, method exit and method returned. Events related to methods include details such as caller, target of the method. From the execution trace, we construct the call-tree representation by identifying the caller-callee relationships in an incremental manner. Each node in the call-tree represents a method invocation captured by JIVE. The method name and the object invoking that method are used to uniquely identify the node. Nodes in the tree are connected when a method is invoked from another method. Algorithm 1 can be used to create call-tree from the Execution Trace. Fig. 5 shows a fragment of the call-tree representation: D, E and F represent the class names; i, k and m represent objects of these respective classes; and p: j, q: l and r: n represents the method calls.

Similarities between call-trees can be assessed through aggregate statistics such as the number of method invocations (number of nodes in the tree), number of leaf nodes in the tree, and maximum depth of the tree. To gain a more accurate assessment of the structural similarity between two call-trees, we also take into account the number of common sub-trees in the two call-trees. In order to calculate this count, a level number is assigned to each of the nodes in the call-trees. For example, the root node has level 0; the children of the root node have level 1, and so on. Based on this level number, which is stored in each node, the number of common sub-trees in the call-trees can be identified. Algorithm 2 can be used to count the number of common sub-trees from the call-trees. In order to capture the correspondence between identical sub-trees where there is systematic renaming of method names, we make map each method name to an index in a table where that name is stored. Two method tables are used, one for each program. We carry out inorder traversals of the two trees and generated two sequences of indices. The two index sequences are compared to get the count of matching and non-matching method invocations using algorithm 4. From these counts, the percentage of similarity between the sub-trees can be identified. If these sequences are identical, the two call-trees are identical except for method renaming.

4.2. Detection of dummy method calls

The call-tree comparison provides a measure of similarity between two programs based on the method invocation details collected from the execution trace. As noted in the introduction, this measure is resilient to a number of
changes, such as introduction of dummy variables, control structure reorganization, and intra-procedural details. As long as the method-call structure is preserved, the technique can detect systematic renaming of method names.

**Algorithm 1: TREECONSTRUCTION** constructs the call-tree from an Execution Trace

**Input:** Execution Trace of a source code

**Output:** Call-tree representation of Execution Trace

**for** each method call, M, in the Execution Trace **do**

Let M = < C:i # p:j, D:k # q:l > /* p:j in object C:i calls q:l in object D:k */

Let n1 be the tree node for C:i # p:j;

Create new tree node n2 for D:k # q:l;

Create a new edge in the tree from n1 to n2

**End**

**Algorithm 2: COMMONSUBTREECOUNT** returns the count of common sub-trees from the two call-trees

**Input:** Call-trees of two Execution Trace; Ctree1 and Ctree2

**Output:** Number of common sub-trees in both call-trees

Let D1 = Maximum depth of CTree1;

Let D2 = Maximum depth of CTree2;

Let D = minimum(D1, D2);

**for** each node n1 in CTree1 **do**

V1 ← postorder(Tree1) /* Tree1 is the sub-tree rooted at n1 and traversal is based on level number assigned */

n1:label ← V1;

**end**

**for** each node n2 in CTree2 **do**

V2 ← postorder(Tree2) /* Tree2 is the sub-tree rooted at n2 and traversal is based on level number assigned */

n2:label ← V2;

**end**

**for** i ← 0 to D **do**

Create a vector LVi;

**for** each node n1 in level i of CTree1 **do**

Add n1.label to LVi /* n1.label represents sub-tree rooted at n1 */

**end**

**end**

**for** i ← 0 to D **do**

**for** each node n2 in level i of CTree2 **do**

if n2.label is present in LVi then

if size of n2.label > 2 then

Increment commonSubtreeCount by 1;

**end**

**end**

**end**

**return** commonSubtreeCount;

**Algorithm 3: RENAMINGIDENTIFICATION** returns the similarity score

**Input:** Common sub-tree pair, (Tree1,Tree2)

**Output:** Similarity Score

Let L1 = inorder(Tree1);Let L2 = inorder(Tree2);

Let T1,T2 = empty table; Let M1, M2 = empty table;

**for** each call c in L1 **do**

Let c = p:i;

If p is not in table T1 then

Add p to end of T1 at index k;

Add k to the method index table M1;

end

else

Let k be the index of p in T1;

Add k to the method index table M1;

end

**end**

**for** each call c in L2 **do**

Let c = p:i;

If p is not in table T2 then

Add p to end of T2 at index k;

Add k to the method index table M2;

end

else

Let k be the index of p in T2;

Add k to the method index table M2;

end

**end**

score = SIMILARITY(M1, M2);

However, as the experimental results in Table 2 shows, when there are many dummy method calls in the plagiarized program, its call-tree structure will diverge significantly from the genuine program. Hence we need to determine such dummy method calls. We define a **dummy method** as one that modifies its local variables and if it modifies any field names, those must necessarily be dummy field names. When a dummy method returns a value, it must necessarily get bound to a dummy variable (local variable of dummy method or a dummy field name). A dummy call, i.e., call to a dummy method, may also make calls to other dummy methods. Thus, there can be a rather elaborate obfuscation making use of dummy field names and dummy methods.
Algorithm 4: SIMILARITY(M1, M2) returns percentage of correspondence identified from M1 and M2

**Input:** Method index table M1 and M2  
**Output:** Similarity Score

Let $\text{match} = \text{notMatch} = 0$;

for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $M1: \text{size}$
  
  if $M1[i] == M2[i]$ then
    $\text{match} = \text{match} + 1$;
  
  else
    $\text{notMatch} = \text{notMatch} + 1$;
  
end

score = $\text{match} / (\text{match} + \text{notMatch})$;

return score

Table 2. Experimental results for tree comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Obfuscation Technique</th>
<th>Matching score in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rename Methods, Add dummy variables</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 + Change Control Structures (use equivalent control)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 + Few Dummy Calls in Separate Sub-trees</td>
<td>75-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 + Many Dummy Calls at Higher-Levels of Tree</td>
<td>30-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 + Many Dummy Calls at Lower-Levels of Tree</td>
<td>0-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 + Many Dummy Calls at All Levels of Tree</td>
<td>0-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to identify dummy entities (fields, methods), it is necessary to have an idea of the relevant variables in the program. We refer to them as *key variables*. These are typically the output variables of the program when such outputs are well-defined; otherwise, these have to be determined or specified by the user. The basic observation is that the key variables will depend directly or transitively, and possibly through a chain of method calls, only other relevant variables but not on any dummy field names. Therefore, through an inter-procedural backward flow analysis on execution trace starting from some output variable (key variable), we can determine the relevant sub-computation to obtain this output. We refer to this relevant computation as the dynamic slice of the program with respect to the key variable. By taking union of the dynamic slices for all key variables and also for different test cases, we can determine the relevant method calls. The remaining method calls are dummy method calls.

4.3. Value-sequence comparison for key variables

Even though dummy calls are detected, it is possible that plagiarism can be achieved by alterations in the method calling structure that preserve the semantics of the genuine program. For example, a genuine method call (i.e., not a dummy call) might have been in-lined or a genuine method is split into two. In these cases, the call trees would look different. In order to handle such cases, we make use of the key variables in the genuine program. For example, in the Elevator application mentioned earlier, ‘current_floor’ is a key variable. The value of this variable changes depends on the location of the elevator. Fig. 6 shows the sequence of values obtained from JIVE. If the user knows the key variables in the genuine program, then the corresponding key variables of the suspected program can be identified as follows. We first determine for each of the key variables in the genuine program, the sequence of value changes for that variable. This can be done with JIVE’s query feature on variables in a direct way. We then obtain the value sequences for all variables in the suspected program. Through a comparison of these sequences with the
sequences in the genuine program, we determine which the corresponding sets of key variables are in the suspected program. We do not need to examine the entire value sequences in the suspected program if there are large differences in the initial prefixes. Only if the suspected program is a plagiarized program, the comparison of the value sequences will yield a good match. Algorithm 4 can be applied to determine the degree of matching between two value sequences and provides another measure of similarity between two programs based on the key variables identified from those programs.

![Fig. 6. Fragment of values of variable current floor from JIVE](image)

### 4.4. State diagram comparison

The two strategies described earlier can be used to compute similarity measures between genuine and suspected program based on either method invocation or value sequence of key variables. In this section we are proposing a strategy based on JIVE’s state diagram view which depicts both method invocations and values of key variables in a single diagram. It provides a more concise view of dynamic behavior program. The states represent values the key variable can take. The state transition from one state to other occurs when a method invocation changes the value of the key variable. Fig. 3 shows an example for state diagram generated by JIVE for the Elevator program. If two programs are having similar method invocation structure and similar value sequence for corresponding key variables, then the state diagrams can be utilized to measure a higher level of similarity. Isomorphic state diagrams of both genuine and suspected program give a similarity measure to conclude whether the suspected program is plagiarized or not.

### 5. Evaluation

#### 5.1. Dataset

The system was tested on a suite of 60 Java programs. A variety of different programs were represented such as sorting, parsing, and simulations of various devices and scenarios such as an elevator, vending machine, traffic light, etc. Programs with design patterns such as iterator, composite, etc., were also included. Some applications, such as parsing, were implemented by more than one person and hence there were multiple versions of this program. The programs made use of a variety of Java features, including object-oriented features such as inheritance as well as the familiar control structures.

The .class files for these programs were generated by running them through the Java compiler. The execution traces from JIVE for each of the .class files were exported into XML format. Next, we randomly selected 20 projects from the test suite and manually obfuscated the programs; methods were renamed systematically and dummy calls were added. Other obfuscations performed on the programs included inserting dummy variables and assignment statements, replacing code segments with equivalent statements using control-structure transformation, etc. Our subsequent test was carried out on 20 genuine and 20 obfuscated programs.
5.2 Implementation and results

In order to test our approach, we first developed a plagiarism detection system based on the call-tree comparison described in Section 4.1. This approach consists of a call-tree generation module, a metrics calculation module and a tree comparison module. By testing our system against various obfuscation techniques, we see that statically dissimilar source codes showing similarities in their dynamic behavior can be captured using the proposed approach. Since our approach is based on methods and the interactions between them, it is well suited for detecting plagiarism in object oriented framework.

We obtained 100% accurate results when there was obfuscation through systematic renaming of method names. This result holds even with reordering of parameters, introduction of dummy variables and assignment operations in the programs and also replacement of control structures by their equivalents. The call-tree comparison technique is able to detect similarity only in presence of a few dummy method calls occurring near the top of the call-tree, especially as a separate sub-tree included in other sub-trees except the root. However, if the program structure is destroyed by obfuscating with a large number of method calls, the call-tree comparison approach fails to detect similarity. This approach is vulnerable if the method calls are occurring in the intermediate levels of the call-tree. Table 2 summarizes the difference in call trees due to the presence of dummy calls at various levels.

In order to overcome the above limitation, we tested the use of dynamic slicing with key variables. We found this gives more accurate result when dummy method calls were present. Dynamic slicing is able to eliminate dummy calls. When the state diagram for the key variables is constructed, it also excludes dummy method calls since, by definition, they do not make any changes in the values of key variables. Hence, we observe better results in these cases. But similarity identification is difficult when dummy method calls that alter the values of key variables. These kinds of dummy calls introduce anonymous states in the state diagram, which makes the state diagram of suspected program different from that of the genuine program. Of course, altering the key variables alters the meaning and hence the resulting program is no longer equivalent.

6. Conclusion and future work

We have analyzed plagiarism of Java programs by comparing their execution behaviors. Our approach does not rely on source code directly and works when source code is unavailable or it is obfuscated. We were able to deal with method renaming, introduction of dummy variables, assignments, and methods, as well as reordering of statements and replacement of control structures by their equivalents. We carried our analyses in the context of the JIVE system, making use of its execution trace, dynamic slicing and query capabilities, as well as state diagram construction. We have analyzed only single-threaded Java programs and we plan to extend our work to multi-threaded programs as well. Multi-threaded program execution gives rise to multiple call-trees for a single program, and hence it is necessary to establish correspondence between two sets of call-trees. Also, we need to integrate our proposed techniques into one comprehensive system that can be used in a stand-alone mode and also test more extensively on larger programs.
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